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Desi ghee Conclusion Author Bio Introduction In this book of our Miracle Series, you are
going to know more about the power of a very common ingredient, found in every oneâ€™s
kitchen. This is salt, without which any salty dish is going to lose its savor and flavor.
Imagine food without salt! Salt was held to be so precious in ancient times, that Roman
soldiers were given salt daily at night, as salary. The idea was that they were going to have
enough of salt in which they could cook their evening meal, with ground corn and onions. This
was the diet on which the Roman legions marched and conquered half of the world. More than
3000 years ago, salt was used as a coin to ransom Kings and conquered prisoners, along with
spices, which were considered to be more precious than precious stones and gold. It is a
historically known fact that Portuguese, German and British rulers of Africa asked the local
chieftains to pay their taxes in ivory, local produce, and salt. That is the reason why, the idea
of â€œhe eats salt with his food,â€• was said to describe a rich man. Even as late as the 19th
century, when the transport system had improved imports of salt to Africa, the fierce warriors
in innermost Africa still demanded salt from and of their conquered prisoners. The average
man did not have salt to eat, and that is why he flavored his food with aromatic leaves and
other herbs gathered from the forests. It is also a historical fact that the British tried out the
same idea of taxation on salt in India, and that immediately brought the whole of India United
up in arms, in their fight for independence. Salt was the birthright of every poor person in
India, and putting the tax on salt was almost as much a tyranny, as putting tax on something
like say, water or the air one breathed. The whole of India joined in the fight for independence,
because they did not want rulers, who wanted to tax the salt they ate in their food. The quit
India movement thus gained more popularity and impetus. And that is one of the factors
which may be British decide to quit India in 1947. Ancient medical treatises in Egypt and
Persia considered salt to be necessary ingredient in making up nostrums and remedies to cure
ills. Also, salt was used as a scrub, instead of soap or even sand, to remove dust and grime
after a hard days work. In many religious ceremonies, salt was considered to be with the most
pure of ingredients, and that is why it was offered to the gods. If you go to Russia, you are
going to be welcomed with the bread and salt. This has a historical significance. The idea of
eating oneâ€™s salt, and being loyal to oneâ€™s salt has come down through millenniums, as
the way in which feudal lords managed to keep the loyalty of the people under them. The one
who had betrayed his own salt was a traitor to whom nobody would give any welcome. The
underlying significance was a soldier worked for a feudal lord. He was paid enough with
which he could afford to buy precious salt for his food. Even today in the East, one takes the
pinch of salt offered to him by a friend, or by an acquaintance, to acknowledge that his loyalty
remains with the friend who has made him a brother of the salt.
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learn of new natural remedies, while others are time honored with folklore While Epsom salt
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to solve multiple conundrums. Epsom salt absorbs easily through the skin and can heal your
body inside and out. Read on to learn some of the ways you can use Epsom salt for health and
Soak in the bath for 30 to 45 minutes, then pat dry your skin.
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file. so much thank you to Brayden Yenter that give me thisthe file download of The Magic of
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find a book, so we would like to giftaway to every readers of our site. If you like original
version of this pdf, you should buy a original version at book store, but if you want a preview,
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